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Nina Fiorentini, untitled, 2022, print on baryta paper, kraft, 132,5 x 88,5 cm

On the occasion of Photo Saint-Germain, Galerie L'inlassable presents the first solo
exhibition of Nina Fiorentini from November 3 to December 3, 2022.
Recent assemblages of unique black and white silver prints on wooden boards will be
presented in the new gallery space located at 18 rue Dauphine.
Using the techniques of print creation such as kraft, medium, or test strips, Nina
Fiorentini hijacks the photographic medium and leads us, through her interpretation of
light in black and white, into a sometimes disquieting onirism, based on reminiscences.
“The work of Nina Fiorentini is strewn with faces, figures. She captures, literally "flattens"
the complexities, the ambiguities which hide there.
The different models seem to flow, to flee from their condition of object, for a refuge, a
strange territory. In a word, they appear alive and show themselves while letting their
object status, their falseness, speckle the image. The light seems thick, like a "fog" that
blurs the lines, tears the angles and distorts the nature of the photographed subjects.
Their life, their glorious incredulous looks seem fake, and we know we are more alive than
they are.
It is this mysterious spectrum that Nina Fiorentini draws, the one that stretches between
the inanimate and the conscious. Looking at these figures is like seeing a being on the
way to its birth, stuck between two worlds, and its situation sends us back to the most
secret moments of our creation.
It is this mysterious spectrum that governs Nina Fiorentini's images, sometimes enlarged
to the point of revealing the thick grain, their molecular nature, empty and pregnant.”
Eliott Hassler

Nina Fiorentini, Bersaglio, 2022, silver print on baryta paper, 129,5 x 208 cm

Nina Fiorentini was born in Paris in 1999.
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